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2016 action thriller film, directed by Edward Zwick Jack Reacher: Never ReturnTheatrical Release of the PosterDirect by Edward ZwickPlayed by Tom Cruise Granger Christopher McQuarry by Richard Wonk Marshall Herskovitz based on Nover Go Back by Lee ChildStaring Tom Cruise COMB Music byTea JackmanSianmatographyOliver WoodEdited byBilly WeberProduction
Skydance distributed by Paramount PicturesDids TfM › 16 October 16, 2016 (2016-10-16) (New Orleans) October 21, 2016 (2016-10-21) (U.S.) Time 118 minutes[1] CountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglish $96 million[2]Box office $ 162.1 million[2] Jack Reacher: Never Go Back is an American action 2016 and written by Zwick, Richard Enk and Marshall Herskovitz, and based on
the novel Never Go Back by Lee Child. A sequel to the 2012 film Jack Doyder, the film features Tom Cruise and Kobe Smulders with supporting roles from Patrick Heusinger, Aldis Hodge, Dani Yaros, Holt McCullough and Robert Knepper. The plot follows Reacher, who is running with a military major who has been framed for espionage as the two uncover a dark conspiracy. The
main photography begins on October 20, 2015 in New Orleans, and the film is released on October 21, 2016 in IMAX and conventional formats. It is worth $162 million worldwide and has received mixed reviews from critics who praised Cruz's performance and the film's action show but criticized the plot. [5] After breaking into a human trafficking camp on the ground, a drifter and
former Army military officer, Jack Doyder, returned to his old military headquarters to meet With Major Susan Turner, with which he had worked on the phone during his travels. Sam Morgan learned turner was charged with espionage and detained. Turner's lawyer, Colonel Moorecroft, has revealed that there is evidence that Turner was involved in the murder of two soldiers in
Afghanistan, but Doyder believes she was framed. Moorecroft also revealed an old acquaintance of Rader's, Candice Dutton, had filed a paternity suit against him, claiming he was the biological father of her 15-year-old daughter Samantha. But she shunned him. Maorcroft was later killed by a killer known as the Hunter who framed Doyder for the murder. Turner is in custody.
When two mercenaries arrive, Teder neutralizes them, then gets away with Turner. They went to Morgan's house after they found out he was involved in the conspiracy and extracted information. Hunter, revealed to be working with Morgan, later killed Morgan and again framed Reacher. Reacher and Turner reveal surveillance images of Samantha and suggest she is in danger as
she arrives at her Find her parents dead and Samantha hiding. The three trips to Turner's old private school for protection, but discover that Samantha has her cell phone with her, which the enemy may have tracked down. They come out fast, during which Samantha steals credit cards from one of the students. The trio went to New Orleans in search of Daniel Prudhomme, the
only witness to the murders for which he was framed. In doing so, Raser admits to Samantha that he could be her father. And learn that Prudhomme is affiliated with Paraeed, a private military organization that is trying to cover up the killings. Ratter contacted Turner's friend, Capt. Anthony Esbin, to move Prudhomme into custody, but they were attacked by killers and
Prudhomme was killed while Doyder rescued an injured Essin and discovered the killers were paralysed. Parays' chief executive, General James Harkness, sent Hunter to capture Samantha after he used a stolen credit card to buy food. Ratter, Turner and Espin, acting with information from Prudhomme, intercepted a shipment of weapons that would enter the country, where they
confronted Harkness and his men and accused them of corruption. However, Espin found an anti-tank weapon, as announced on the flight list. Before Turner was arrested again, Raster opened one of the weapons and threw bags of pure opium. They learned that Harkness framed Turner, who is investigating his activities, for the murders of the two soldiers who discovered
harkness selling weapons to the rebels and then smuggling opium into the United States. Spitsin and his men arrested Harkness. The hunter and his men chased Samantha through the streets of New Orleans to lure Stiger into a confrontation. Turner kills one of the killers, while Styre kills another. The hunter catches Samantha on the roof, but when Samantha arrives, she
manages to escape. Reacher fights the Hunter and they have a vicious battle, ending with Reacher breaking the Hunter's arm, leg and neck before throwing his body off the roof. After Harkness's arrest, Turner was reinstated to her command. Sticker promises to stay in touch, then goes to meet Samantha at a diner. He tells Samantha he'il recognize his mother if he knows her, as
every woman he's slept with remembers. Samantha reveals that the waitress who served him was actually her mother and that Rader could not be her father as she did not know each other. Then tread so far. As Reacher walks down the road, he is surprised when a phone Samantha has tucked into his pocket rings. She finds a message from her reading, Miss Miss now?.
Reacher smiles as he sticks out his thumb to ride. Cast Tom Cruise as Jack Doyder as Kobe Smulders as Major Susan Aldis Hodge as Captain Esprin Danica Yaros as Samantha Jessica Stroup as Lieutenant Sullivan Patrick Heisinger as Hunter Hot McCullough as Colonel Morgan Robert Knepper as General James Harkness Robert Katrina as Colonel Austin Oyber as
Prudhomme Hayson Donumus as Sheriff Raymond Wood In addition, Lee Child, author of Jack Reacher's series of novels, makes a brief appearance as a TSA agent. While Jack Reacher was destined for a tent-pole for a film series, it was initially reported that the sequel would have been unlikely due to his irresistible work at the North American box office. [6] In February 2013, it
became more likely that the film surpassed $200 million worldwide. On December 9, 2013, it was announced that Paramount Pictures and Skydance Media were moving forward with the development of a second film, which is based on the 2013 jack reacher novel [8] On May 14, 2014, it was announced that Tom Cruise would re-develop his role as Jack Reacher. On May 19,
2015, Deadline reported that Edward Zwick would reinvent his team with Cruz and direct the film. Zwick wrote the script with Marshall Herskovitz and richard ennck. Zwick and Cruz worked together on The Last Samurai. Kobe Smulders was added to the role of female presenter on August 14, 2015. On September 15, Donic Yarosz joined the film,[12] on September 17, Aldis
Hodge was added to the cast,[12] and on September 22, Patrick Heisinger was cast as a villain. On October 20, Holt McCollough joined the film, as did Austin Hebert. On November 12, 2015, Robert Katrina joined,[16] and on January 20, 2016, Robert Knepper was cast as General Harkness, General, General, General, General, General, General, General of a Private Military
Company. [17] The film's main photography begins on October 20, 2015 in New Orleans, Louisiana. Filming took place in Baton Rouge on November 23, 2015,[19] and filming took place in St. Francisville in January 2016. [19] Filming on January 30, 2016. Henry Jackman co-ed the film's music, making Zwick's first film since 2006 to not be scored by James Newton Howard. On
June 14, 2016, we released the first trailer, with Kobe Smulders presenting the footage. Jack Reacher's official Twitter account announced that a full trailer will be released on June 22, 2016. [The reference is necessary] A browser game titled Jack Reacher: Never Stop Punching was also released to promote the film. [21] In September 2015, Paramount asks Jack Reacher: Never
Go Back to Return on October 21, 2016. [22] Jack Reacher: Never Go Back was released on Digital HD on January 17, 2017,[23] and on Blu-ray, Ultra HD Blu-ray and DVD on January 31, 2017. [24] By May 2018, the film had made $14.5 million in video sales. [26] Receptionist Jack Reacher's office: Never returned to the United States and Canada amounted to $58.7 million, and
in other countries $103.4 million for a total of $162.1 million, against a production budget of $96 million. [2] [27] In the United States and Canada, the film opens alongside Uzia: Origin of Evil, Keeping Up With Jones and Boo! A Madame Halloween, and is set to buy out about $20 million from 3,780 theaters at the start of the weekend, with the studio expecting a debut of about $17
million. [28] It earned $1.3 million in midnight appearances at 1,850 theaters, just over $1.1 million at The Beeb and under Edge of Tomorrow - $1.8 million. [29] For the weekend, the film opened to $23 million, finishing second, behind Boo! It's Halloween. [30] In its second weekend, the film fell 58.2% to $9.6 million at the box office, behind A Mada Halloween ($16.7 million) and
newcomer Inferno ($15 million). [32] Outside North America, the film was released in 42 countries along with its debut in the United States and Canada, representing about 75% of the film's total international market. [33] In 30 of these markets, the film posted a bigger opening than reacher's first film and posted the best film openings of the week in the UK and Ireland ($3.3
million), France ($2.8 million), Australia ($2 million), Russia ($2 million), Indonesia ($1.9 million), Taiwan ($1.6 million) and the United Arab Emirates ($1.3 million). [33] Critical response Rotten Tomatoes, the film has an approval rating of 37%, based on 234 reviews, with an average score of 5.2/10. The website's critical consensus reads: Monotonous Formula, Jack Reacher:
Never Go Back is a sequel to an action-thriller whose title also serves as a warning. [34] On Metacritic, the film has a weighted average score of 47 out of 100, based on 43 critics, indicating mixed or average reviews. [35] Audiences surveyed by CinemaScore gave the film an average B+ rating on a scale of A+ to F, while the first film received an A-. [36] Peter Travers of Rolling
Stone magazine wrote: 'The star gives the author of Lee Child a former war hero agility, rage and speed in this satisfying sequel. Travers notes that Cruise is very different from the character in the books saying critics should outnest him, and says Cruz finds reacher's core in his eyes, with a haunted look that says this loner is still on a mission and still far from home. This is
Doyder Lee Child, created in his books. And Cruise makes him proud. Todd McCarthy of The Reporter calls it a remarkable drop from Reacher's first feature and says a plot of the numbers they've seen, seen-all before the action's movements, banal locations and anonymous casts alongside the star give that low sense of rent. [38] Variety's Debruce writes: Zwick barely manages
to tickle our adrenaline, waiting for the climactic showdown amid the New Orleans Halloween parade to deliver a sequence that can be registered as memorable. [39] Possible sequels and TV series After the mixed critical reception for Never Back, plans for a third installment were delayed until a reboot in the form of an exclusive Amazon Prime series was announced. In July
2020, Christopher McQuary said he and Cruz were working on developing additional films of a distinctive nature. Plans for the third film include darker themes, with intentions for future films in the series to be R-rated. The director also acknowledged the possibility of returning to the series at a later date, saying the franchise had moved... we're not. [41] References ^ Jack Reacher:
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